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Three bent-core liquid-crystal compounds presenting the unusual columnar B1 to tilted polar smectic
Sm-CP or B2 phase transition are studied through small-angle x-ray diffraction on aligned samples. The
well-established character of the smectic phase helps to characterize the structural changes during the transi-
tion. A mechanism for this transition is proposed, which accounts for the low enthalpy usually observed in this
process. The B1 phase is found to possess a great degree of lamellarization, with pseudosmectic ferroelectric
layers along the crystallographic 11 planes. As a consequence of these observations a distribution of the block
polarizations in the columnar structure is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade now, bent-core liquid crystals
have attracted great attention due to their unusual polar and
chiral properties stemming from their peculiar shapes. The
hindered rotation around the long molecular axis gives rise to
new nonclassical mesophases exclusive of these materials.
Among the different orderings, there exist smectic polar
phases and, depending on the degree of frustration in the
layer formation, undulated smectic and columnar phases
1–3. In addition, all of them present in their turn different
possibilities of polar order arrangement that increases greatly
the structural richness. The bent-core mesophases have been
designated as B1–B8, but it has been seen that some of these
names actually group different structures and, in other cases,
different names denote similar structures. Therefore, this no-
menclature results unsuitable and, consequently, will be
probably abandoned in the future.
The tilted polar smectic Sm-CP or B2 phases have been
widely studied, and their structures are well established. It
has been reported that when polarization splay is present, it
forces the appearance of defects. To accommodate these de-
fects the layers either undulate undulated smectic or B7
phases or break completely to form columns columnar B1
phases 4,5. How many different structures are under these
names B1 and B7 and their characteristics are still subject
of research.
In this respect, great progress has been achieved in the
study of the columnar phases, and the shape and arrangement
of the constituent blocks have been determined in many
cases by x-ray diffraction studies. However, the arrangement
of the polarization direction of the blocks is not accessible by
standard x-ray techniques due to the liquid disorder inside
the columns, and therefore there are several structures com-
patible with a given charge-density map see some basic
structural models for the B1 phase in Fig. 1; further molecu-
lar organizations are described in Refs. 2,6,7. Unambigu-
ous information about the block polarization can only be
extracted by resonant x-ray diffraction experiments 8 and,
up to now, no results have been published in this respect.
However, the study of the B1-B2 transition by using x-ray
standard techniques can shed some light onto some charac-
teristics of the B1 structure on the basis of the better-known
features of the B2 phase.
A direct columnar to Sm-CP transition is rather unusual
and very few compounds have been reported to posses such
dimorphism 9–13. In some cases it has been found that a
field can also induce this sequence 6,9,12,13. A priori, this
transition from columnar to smectic phase would suppose a
huge structural change but, surprisingly, the transition en-
thalpy observed by differential scanning calorimetry is very
FIG. 1. Color online a Schematic representation of bent-core
molecules and basic structural models proposed for the B1 phase.
b represents the traditional B1 phase, c is the so-called B1 re-
versed B1rev or columnar rectangular Colr phase, and d is the
tilted oblique B1 reversed phase, B1revtilt, or Colob.
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small 0.5 kJ mol−1 14, meaning that the change cannot
be too drastic.
In this paper, three compounds presenting the B1-B2 di-
morphism were studied by means of x-ray diffraction on
aligned samples. The changes in the x-ray diagram at the
B1-B2 transition have allowed for a better understanding of
the columnar phases, and a model will be proposed for the
dipole ordering among the different blocks in these struc-
tures. This model is able to give account of the small en-
thalpy of the B1-B2 transition.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Small-angle x-ray scattering measurements were per-
formed in a Bruker Nanostar system equipped with a two-
dimensional 2D detector using Cu K radiation. Aligned
samples were obtained depositing drops of material on mica
substrates. The quality of the alignment depended strongly
on the material, cooling rate, drop size, and proximity to the
surface of the x-ray spot approximately 100 m2. It is
noteworthy to mention that due to the nature of the drop,
there is a symmetry revolution axis perpendicular to the sur-
face, which derives in an artificial vertical twofold axis in the
x-ray diagrams.
III. RESULTS
The molecular structure together with the phase se-
quences on cooling of compounds A–C is shown in Fig. 2.
Structural characterization of compound A can be found in
15. Field-induced transitions from columnar to smectic
were found in compounds B and C see Refs. 6,9, respec-
tively. Also a structural study of the columnar to smectic
transition in compound C based on x-ray measurements and
texture analysis is found in 14,16. In addition, the antifer-
roelectric character of the three compounds in the columnar
and smectic phases has been unambiguously stated in those
works.
Figure 3a shows the azimuthally integrated 2D x-ray
diffraction diagram of compound A vs temperature on cool-
ing, presenting a clear transition from an orthogonal colum-
nar phase parameters of the rectangular centered cell at
150 °C are a=100.9 Å and c=56.8 Å to a smectic struc-
ture with 49.2 Å layer spacing. Figure 3b shows a
powder-diffraction diagram in a logarithmic scale at 149 °C
within the B1 phase. As can be seen the reflections indexed
as 11 and 22 at the columnar phase are preserved in the
transition to the smectic structure 01 and 02 peaks,
while the rest of the peaks disappear. Consequently, the tran-
sition takes place in such a way that the layer spacing of the
smectic phase originates continuously from the 11 spacing
of the columnar structure. Moreover, the nonintegrated 2D
diagrams in Figs. 3c and 3d show that the alignment is
kept during the transition. Figure 4 shows the procedure fol-
lowed for the peak indexation. As mentioned above, there is
an artificial twofold axis in the 2D diagrams because in all
cases two sample domains related by a vertical twofold axis
participate in the generation of the observed x-ray pattern.
These two domains appear as a consequence of the revolu-
tion symmetry axis of the droplet about the vertical axis.
Given the a and c vectors shown in the figure, gray dots
correspond to reflections coming from the other domain and
should not be indexed. Note that a pair of vertical and hori-
zontal a ,c, axes is not valid for indexing the observed
black dots because, for example, the vertical coordinates of
the 1¯1, 02, or 13 peaks are not commensurate with
those of the hh reflections.
Compound B presents a very similar behavior to that of
compound A, and the x-ray results are shown in Figs. 5a
and 5b. The parameters of the rectangular centered cell of
the columnar phase are a=70.7 Å and c=53.7 Å at
158 °C and the layer spacing in the smectic phase is
45.1 Å. The alignment is also kept during the transition as
can be seen in Figs. 5c and 5d. The only difference found
was a small sudden change in the position of the 01 smectic
peak with respect to the 11 columnar peak d=2.3 Å; see
Fig. 5a. In Ref. 6 a different indexation scheme was
found for this material, presumably due to the interpretation
of a B1-B2 coexistence as a single oblique B1 phase. Here,
the inadequacy of horizontal and vertical a ,c axes is more
FIG. 2. Molecular structures and phase sequence on heating
from differential scanning calorimetry DSC measurements of
compounds A, B, and C studied in this work. In compound B the
transition from columnar to smectic could not be detected from
DSC data as was in x-ray diffraction experiments. This effect could
be attributed to the experimental conditions and the low transition
enthalpy.
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evident than in the preceding case see Figs. 4 and 5c.
Figure 6a shows the peak angular positions vs tempera-
ture of compound C. Figure 6b shows the powder diagram
at 107 °C within the columnar phase. Positions of columnar
11 and smectic 01 peaks again coincide as well as 22
and 02, but the variation of other peak positions in the
columnar phase is noteworthy. In Fig. 7a the changes with
temperature of the centered cell parameters a, c, and  are
shown. c is constant through the columnar phase temperature
range; but a, as well as , undergoes important changes
FIG. 3. Color a Azimuthally integrated 2D x-ray diffraction diagram vs temperature for compound A and its peak indexation. b
X-ray intensity vs scattering angle at 149 °C in the B1 phase. c and d show two descriptive 2D x-ray diffraction diagrams of the columnar
and smectic phases of compound A, respectively.
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from 70 to 134 Å and from 85° to 104°, respectively. The
present indexation scheme contrasts with other previously
reported for the same compound 14. In that work the x-ray
results were indexed on the basis of a centered rectangular
cell. The disagreement can be mainly explained as due to the
smaller angular resolution of that experiment, which pre-
vented them from resolving peaks 11 and 1¯1. Figures 6c
and 6d show the 2D patterns at the B1 and Sm-CP phases.
Again, the peaks in the B1 phase can be indexed as sketched
in Fig. 4, although now the angle between a and c is not
90° and depends on temperature for the temperature shown
in Fig. 6c, a and c are nearly orthogonal, so the pattern is
again similar to that of Fig. 4. As in the above cases the
alignment is kept at the transition. Figure 7c shows two
illustrative electron density diagrams of the columnar phase
of C at 143 °C and 103 °C. They were constructed using the
measured intensities following the procedure explained in
6. Again, as is evident from Fig. 7c, the smectic layers
originate from the hh planes as the parameters a and 
increase.
IV. DISCUSSION
As pointed out before, compounds A and B present a
similar behavior, and although compound A will be used in
the explanation, the following results can be extended to
compound B. According to the results of Figs. 3c and 3d,
the smectic layers of the Sm-CP phase are parallel to the
substrate and, therefore, this is also the case for the hh
crystallographic planes of the columnar phase. Since smectic
layers will be formed in the Sm-CP phase from the hh
pseudolayers of the columnar phase, it appears reasonable to
propose that blocks in these pseudolayers at the same height
in the drop should have the same polarization direction. An
ideal situation is depicted in Fig. 8 for compound A. In the
figure the color of the block represents the two possibilities
of the polarization direction. Rectangular blocks are tilted an
angle =tan−1c /a30° with respect to the normal of the
substrate. As the centered cell is rectangular, molecules in-
side the blocks are parallel to the c direction, giving rise to a
perfect rectangular Colr phase. Figure 9a shows the gener-
alization for an oblique Colob phase. Blocks in adjoining cor-
ners of the centered cell have opposite polarization directions
a*
c*(13)
(11)
(22)
(11)
--
(11)
-
(11)
-
(22)
- -
(02)
(02)
-
(13)
- -
FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the x-ray diffraction dia-
gram of compounds A and B showing the indexation for a 2D
rectangular reciprocal lattice corresponding to one of the domains
involved in the observed pattern. Gray dots are reflections that ap-
pear as a consequence of the revolution axis perpendicular to the
drop surface and are originated in a different domain. These peaks
can be indexed using a different pair of a ,c vectors related to
those of the figure by a vertical twofold axis.
FIG. 5. Color a Azimuthally integrated 2D x-ray diffraction
diagram vs temperature for compound B and its peak indexation.
b X-ray intensity vs scattering angle at 157 °C in the B1 phase.
c and d show two descriptive 2D x-ray diffraction diagrams of
the columnar and smectic phases of compound B, respectively.
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different colors in Fig. 8, contrary to the way the Colob
phase is usually thought of Fig. 9b.
In view of the proposed molecular arrangement, the sim-
plest and more logical transition mechanism could then be as
follows. As the temperature is lowered, molecules inside
each block slide up or down see arrows in Fig. 10 main-
taining the parallelism and making the “layer shift” between
adjacent blocks smaller than half the length of a molecule.
The blocks would not be rectangles anymore, but parallelo-
grams see Fig. 10. When the layer shift disappears, the
blocks degenerate in perfect layers and, therefore, the
Sm-CP phase is formed. It is evident that in the process the
molecular tilt with respect to the layer remains almost con-
stant. This transition mechanism gives rise to the right layer
spacing c cos =49.2 Å in the Sm-CP phase and would
also explain the low enthalpy of the process. The structural
change can even take place in a continuous fashion, meaning
that the transition could be of second order.
The transition is clearly first order in compound B since
there is a jump in the 11 spacing. In this case the rectangu-
lar blocks of the B1 phase are tilted by =37° with respect
to the substrate normal. The opening angle of the blocks at
the transition would be 90°−=53°.
FIG. 6. Color a Azimuthally integrated 2D x-ray diffraction
diagram vs temperature for compound C and its peak indexation.
Black lines for some weaker peaks were included to show them
clearly. b X-ray intensity vs scattering angle at 107 °C in the B1
phase. c and d show two descriptive 2D x-ray diffraction dia-
grams of the columnar and smectic phases of a partially aligned
sample of compound C. The tilt of the direction where the most
intense reflections appear in b and c with respect to the vertical
is simply due to an inclination with respect to the horizontal plane
of the substrate where the material drops were deposited.
FIG. 7. Color online a Variations of the cell parameters a, c,
and  vs temperature for compound C. Also the temperature depen-
dence of the angle  depicted in b is graphed. c Electron density
of the columnar phase at 143 °C left and near the transition to the
Sm-CP phase 103 °C right. The white regions represent areas
with high electron density.
FIG. 8. Color Ideal arrangement of the blocks in an aligned
drop of compound A. The molecules are orientated along the c
direction and the blocks are tilted an angle tan−1c /a with respect
to the substrate normal. The color of the blocks represents the po-
larization directions, alternating in blocks at different drop heights.
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In the case of compound C the process is somewhat dif-
ferent. Figure 7b shows the block structure compatible with
the obtained x-ray results. In the figure the centered cell and
the pseudolayer are also depicted. Two important points
make a difference with respect to compounds A and B: on
one hand, the strong dependence with temperature of a and
 parameters and, on the other hand, the fact that the 
angle remains almost constant with temperature. The latter
point can be checked by geometric considerations using
the cell parameters of Fig. 7a. This fact points toward a
lamellarization process in which the blocks in the 11
pseudolayers of the columnar phase progressively stretch,
so that a and  increase, keeping c and  constant. At
the transition temperature the layer is perfectly formed.
The calculated layer spacing in the smectic phase was
c cos =46 Å, which compares perfectly with the experi-
mental one 46 Å. As can be seen, the process leading to
the smectic phase formation is different in this last com-
pound to that of compounds A and B; however, the proposed
structure is still not the one in Fig. 9b but the one of Fig.
9a instead.
Summarizing the results for the three compounds, the
classical structures both for the rectangular compounds A
and B and oblique compound C columnar B1 phases
have been discarded and, in their place, a different arrange-
ment for the polarization blocks is proposed see Fig. 9
for the oblique case. The actual symmetry group is mono-
clinic p2 /n Fig. 11 even in the rectangular structures. If
nonresonant x-ray diffraction is used, all the blocks become
indistinguishable and the apparent symmetry is monoclinic
p2 /m Colob or orthorhombic cmmm Colr. Moreover, ac-
cording to the proposed transition mechanism, the low-
temperature B2 phase should be racemic antiferroelectric, at
least if the transition is continuous, i.e., the Sm-CP variant
should be Sm-CSPA. Although some reports have appeared
pointing toward a homochiral Sm-CAPA phase in compounds
B 6 and C 9, it is important to remark that these ex-
periments have always been carried out under electric field.
Indeed the character of the Sm-CP phase ground state is
hard to be determined by texture observation, and only
after electric field application well-developed domains ap-
pear. On the other hand, the electric field is likely to pro-
voke deracemization of the structure 17, which would give
rise to a Sm-CAPA phase. The nature of the phase in the
absence of field is currently under investigation using reso-
nant x-ray diffraction. Preliminary results indicate that the
B2 phase is actually Sm-CSPA. A deeper analysis of this
point together with the examination of the B1 phase under
the resonant x-ray technique is our objective for the near
future.
The field-induced B1-B2 transition takes place through a
different mechanism. Under an electric field, the resulting B2
phase must be ferroelectric, most probably Sm-CSPF, and
requires the polarization flipping of half the columns. This
flipping does not occur when the transition is thermally
driven and has no counterpart in our model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, three bent-core materials possessing a co-
lumnar to Sm-CP phase transition have been studied by
x-ray diffraction in aligned samples. The temperature depen-
dence of the diffraction patterns has led us to propose a
mechanism for this transition, which accounts for the low
enthalpy usually observed in this process. In addition, the
relative orientation of the dipoles among the blocks of the
columnar phases has been reexamined proving that these
structures show a large degree of lamellarization with pseu-
dosmectic ferroelectric layers along the 11 crystallographic
planes.
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